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Executive Summary: 
 
In the 2015 Canmore sector Based Economic Growth Strategy conducted on behalf of CBT by Rollo & 
Associates, Health and Wellness was identified as a high-potential growth sector for Canmore. 
 
 

Health and Wellness Sector 
Revenues (2014) $98,992,000 
Businesses (2014) 221 
Employees (2014) 705 
Employee Growth Rate (2009-14) 66% 
LQ (based on # of employees) 1.3 

(Source: Appendix II) 
 
Canmore’s Health & Wellness sector was brought together in 2008 and a report was developed 
(source: Canmore’s Health and Wellness Sector Profile, InnoVisions March, 2008) which concluded 
that the emerging health and wellness industry was one area where Canmore had “exceptional 
potential to become a world leader as a healthy community.” Grant funding was secured and the 
industry briefly united as the Healthy Canmore Association – an association that unfortunately ceased 
to exist following the end of the grant funding. Despite this, Health and Wellness was defined as an 
established pillar of Canmore’s identity during the 2012 Community Brand Project. 
 
The Canmore Sector-Based Economic Growth Strategy report identifies the Health & Wellness sector 
as having a Location Quotient (LQ) of 1.3, meaning that this sector has a high concentration of 
businesses relative to the rest of the province, and exhibited both growth (business creation) and local 
clustering (high LQ) between 2009 and 2014. This makes the wellness sector one of the best 
candidates for investment and support.   
 
The following document provides detail of the subsequent sector analysis and 
opportunities/recommendations going forward. Appendix I to this document provides additional 
opportunities for stimulation of the sector though greater connection with Canmore’s tourism industry.  
Appendix II provides the data sources quoted within this document. 
 
 
Methodology: 
 
Sector Analysis is a mechanism which gives immediate insight into Canmore’s economic sectors, 
allowing for early implementation of sector development plans instead of waiting for results from a 
long-term, ongoing Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) process.  
 
Canmore Business and Tourism’s 2015-2020 Strategic Plan outlines the sector analysis process as 
being a combination of qualitative and quantitative research. Qualitative information is gained through 
interviews within each sector centered on three questions – what are the challenges; what is the low 
hanging fruit, and what is the vision within each industry. This is overlaid with quantitative 
measurement of the sector – size and growth rate (both in terms of revenue and employment) as well 
as relative potential for ROI.  
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The resulting analysis provides the framework for future sector development planning including 
identification of opportunities and strategies to stimulate economic growth. Primary focus will be 
growth from within – development of existing business clusters within the economy. This will be 
supported by an ongoing BRE process, which will continually evaluate the overall health of the sector 
as well as identifying risks and opportunities. Where there is new opportunity or a gap identified in the 
marketplace, Business Investment Attraction (BIA) strategies will be employed to help bring resources 
or new businesses to the sector from outside Canmore. 
 
Canmore sector Based Economic Growth Strategy, conducted in 2015 on behalf of CBT by Rollo & 
Associates (and due for full submission to Council in January 2016), is a baseline Sector Analysis of 
Canmore’s whole economy.  The report examined the local labour force and business patterns and 
provided insight into Canmore’s economic sector strengths based on labour force skills and business 
composition. Knowledge of these strengths is essential to understanding which sectors have the 
potential for growth through investment and support by the town and key stakeholders.  
 
The labour force and business patterns review and analysis conducted in the study look at the number 
of employees/businesses (where applicable), percentage growth rate and Location Quotient (LQ) for 
each cluster. The LQ value for the labour force analysis measures the skillsets of the local residents 
relative to the benchmark jurisdiction (in this case, the Province of Alberta). The LQ value for the 
business patterns analysis measures the composition of businesses in Canmore, again relative to the 
Alberta benchmark. Clusters with high LQs are those where Canmore is deemed to have a relative 
advantage compared to other municipalities.  

• LQ>1.25 suggests a relatively high concentration of people or businesses in Canmore 
compared to the province  

• LQ >0.75 and 1.25 suggests a relatively average concentration   
• LA<0.75 suggests a relatively low concentration   

While high LQs may not necessarily be a sign that a particular industry or sector is poised for future 
growth, (past success does not guarantee future performance), use of the LQ methodology has 
proven effective in many jurisdictions as part of their economic sector review in identifying sectors 
where a competitive advantage does exist. Targeted efforts aimed at those sectors can help to 
compound that advantage and achieve robust sector growth.  
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Health and Wellness Sector Background information: 
 
The 2008 in-depth Health and Wellness sector profile, developed for the Canmore Economic 
Development Authority (CEDA) concluded that the emerging health and wellness industry was one 
area where Canmore had “exceptional potential to become a world leader as a healthy community.” 
This could be achieved through effective branding and marketing, and by facilitating connections 
between residents, visitors and health/wellness assets. Strategic cultivation of the sector was 
recommended through a number of measures, including: 
 

• Integrating health and wellness into all existing economic drivers, sectors and programs. The 
goal would be not to compete for market share, but to have existing sectors broaden their 
scope to include health and wellness; 
 

• Focusing on Canmore’s “healing” mountain environment and disseminating Canmore’s health-
minded, active lifestyle appeal; 
 

• Identifying and linking together Canmore’s health and wellness resources, bridging gaps, 
developing new delivery models, and creating labour structures; 
 

• A high ratio of physicians, health and wellness practitioner, and medical/community health 
programs to residents; 
 

• Excellent capacity to expand facilities and services, including the Canmore General Hospital 
(CGH) and Community Cancer Centre; 
 

• High levels of patient satisfaction and low number of employee disputes at CGH, therefore 
becoming one of only 2 hospitals in Alberta to participate in an enhanced patient care model; 
 

• Presence of public and private mental health support services and resources; and a 
 

• High number of social supports for all ages, including: business guidance, counselling, senior 
housing, volunteer organizations and others. 
 
 

Since this report’s submission, the Health and Wellness sector has been reaffirmed as an area of 
priority by many local hospitality businesses (based on consultation in June 2014), and is noted as a 
sector that Canmore Business & Tourism (CBT) intends to continue to drive forward in part through 
expanded awareness of existing assets.  This sector grew considerably in Canmore from 2009 to 
2014 with the and now reports 221 health/wellness related businesses. 
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ECONOMIC SECTOR ANALYSIS: 
HEALTH & WELLNESS 

 
Qualitative Research: 
 
Question 1: What challenges are preventing growth? 
 
While conducting sector interviews during the summer of 2015 with the Health and Wellness sector, 
interviewees indicated to CBT that it is challenging to attract and retain secondary or resource support 
services due to Canmore’s high costs of housing and living.  When asked how Canmore could move 
towards being a world-class leader in health and wellness, CBT heard that Canmore has to have the 
political will, budget and infrastructure. 

A frequent comment from the health and wellness sector is that is currently fragmented, with various 
practitioners polarized in philosophy of health, recognition and licensing, as well as differing views on 
delivery of health and wellness.  It was also observed that in a small community such as Canmore, the 
nature is often to compete rather than collaborate. 

Accessing capital funding for new business start-ups in health-related industries is challenging.  The 
public health care model is slow to form partnership with private business, yet private models are 
emerging as a funding solution. 

 
Question 2: What is the low-hanging fruit? 

 
After several meetings, which began in early in 2015 with CBT’s Health & Wellness steering 
committee, CBT was asked to assist in organizing an annual Festival commencing in 2016 which 
would offer a series of focused programs to showcase Canmore’s wellness industry such as healing, 
mind-body-spirit and stress relief.   
 
While two previous events conducted in tradeshow format were successful for awareness, the 
committee requested a visitor-focused program similar to Canmore Uncorked. October was chosen by 
industry as Health and Wellness businesses are booking their annual programs.   
 
 
Question 3: What is the long-term potential? 
 
Canmore’s Health and Wellness industry has enormous potential, bound only by imagination and the 
will to move forward towards a bold vision. There is certainly potential to ‘own’ the status as ‘Canada’s 
leading…’ in certain fields – for example striving to become ‘Canada’s leading wellness retreat 
destination’ has been suggested from within the sector. 
 
Canmore could easily incorporate health and wellness lifestyle businesses that provide medical, 
wellness services and programs for individuals who are seeking an integrated approach to optimal 
health. The key to success in building this sector will be networking and linking of different economic 
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sectors (integration of sectors) within the community as well as businesses, service providers, and 
other community initiatives and programs.  
 
Many components of health and wellness already exist in Canmore, largely due to the town’s 
mountain culture.  Canmore could be a “health and wellness pod” community as a pilot project for the 
Calgary Health Region (CHR), and a private business could link in with integrated health concepts.  
These health centres could serve as the well-being of residents and help position Canmore as a 
leader in health excellence. 
 
A theme could be developed and marketed, including: 

• Product lines; 
• A health festival; and  
• Events. 

 
Technology and science-based medicine are realities.  Anti-aging, rehabilitation and weight-loss are 
all growing segments. 
 
A specialized school be developed for alternative medicine nurses and practitioners or integrated 
practitioners to provide training opportunities in the community.  There is the potential and space to 
create a “Health Campus” of conventional and alternative practitioners through the Canmore General 
Hospital.  Canmore General Hospital has space for up to 28 additional acute care beds or space for 
joint venture partner, and four acres of raw land for a “Health Campus”.  There is a shortage of 
educational institutions for naturopathic doctors, and holistic nurses – opportunity to have a distance 
learning centre or practicum program to link with the hospital. 
 
CBT plans on working with the sector development group monthly and the steering committee 
quarterly to discuss how the Health & Wellness sector positions itself to be a world-class leader. A 
vision will need to be developed which will assist the sector to move forward to gain the political will, 
budget and infrastructure.  As well, the steering committee will develop the framework to build 
consensus and demonstrate the value of collaboration within the health and wellness sector. 
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Quantitative Research: 
 
Question 1: How big is the sector? 
 

 
 

Source:   Canmore Sector-Based Economic Growth Strategy, prepared by Rollo & Associates, 2015 
 

• The Health & Wellness sector revenue volume for the Town of Canmore is $98,992,000.00  
(Source Appendix II) 
 

• 221 businesses in Canmore (Source Appendix II) 
 

• In 2011, the cluster had 705 employees  (Source Appendix II) 
 

• This cluster was resilient during the recession with one of the smallest declines in resident 
working in this cluster from 2006 – 2001 
 

• Nine medical clinics      
                          

• Numerous alternative therapy facilities 
 

• Claims its own hospital with emergency services 
 

• Benefits from world-recognized medical professionals practicing in both conventional and 
alternative medial disciplines. 
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Question 2: What is the rate of growth or contraction? 
 
 

 
 
 

Business Patterns Sector Performance: (Source Appendix II) 

Sector # of businesses 
(2009) 

# of businesses 
(2014) 

% growth LQ vs. AB 
(2009) 

LQ vs. AB 
(2014) 

LQ 
growth 

Health & 
Wellness 

133 221 66 1.4 1.3 -0.1 

 
Labour Force Sector Performance (2006 – 2011): (Source Appendix II) 

Sector LQ (2011) Employees 
Health & Wellness 1.0 705 
 
Reference Table: Location Quotient (LQ) 

• LQ >1.25 suggests a relatively high concentration of people or businesses in Canmore compared to the province  
• LQ >0.75 and 1.25 suggests a relatively average concentration   
• LQ <0.75 suggests a relatively low concentration 

Question 3: What is the relative potential for ROI? 
 
The Health & Wellness sector revenue volume for the Town of Canmore is $98,992,000.00 with 221 
businesses and employing 705 employees and exhibited 66% growth during 2009 – 2014 and LQ 
of 1.3 in 2014.   (Source Appendix II) 
 
From this strong baseline, quantification of potential ROI will be continued in 2016. 
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Recommended Next Steps (Health & Wellness Sector, 2016): 
 

Strategy Phase Timeframe Activity 

Business 
Retention & 
Expansion 

Initial Jan-Mar 
2016 

Collect and Capture Data (confidential) for 
businesses in the Health & Wellness Sector 

Ongoing Mar-Dec 
2016 

Utilize Executive Pulse software to create a 
dynamic sector database and aggregate data 
to make comparisons within the sector, 
between sectors, and versus industry 
standards to identify opportunities 

Sector 
Development Ongoing Jan-Dec 

2016 

Operate monthly sector workshop forums to 
network within sector and identify opportunities 
for advocacy and/or incubation 

Business 
Investment 
Attraction 

Community 
Profile 

Jan-May 
2016 

Develop content for Canmore Business 
Website which includes, Current 
demographics, Investment Report builder, Site 
Selector Services, Land Use information, Cost 
of Doing Business, Community Plan, Zoning 
Bylaws 

Ongoing Jan-Dec 
2016 

Work with Council and business community to 
mitigate/eliminate the barriers to Canmore’s 
economy, including affordable housing and 
attraction and retention of talent 

 
1. Rationale for conducting a Business, Retention and Expansion (BR+E) Program: 

Business Retention and Expansion (BR+E) is a structured action-oriented, community-
based approach to business and economic development. It promotes job growth by 
helping communities learn about issues as well as opportunities for local businesses and 
sets priorities for initiatives to address their needs. 
 
Short-term goals of BR+E 

• Build and improve relations with existing businesses 
• Build capacity within the community and strengthen relationships between organizations 
• Identify the positive and challenging attributes of the community as a place to do business 
• Identify and address immediate concerns and issues of individual businesses through an 

assessment and referral process 
• Collect business and market data to support economic development planning 
• Establish and implement a strategic action plan to support existing businesses 

 
Long-term goals for BR+E  

• Increase the competitiveness of existing businesses 
• Enable business development, investment and job creation 
• Foster and enhance the environment for business development 

Source: BR+E 
Province of Ontario 

Ministry of Agriculture, Food & Rural Affairs 
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2. Rationale for preparing a Community Profile 
 

A community profile is usually the first piece of information that an industrial firm (prospect) or 
a site-location consultant will obtain regarding a community's potential suitability as a location 
for an industrial facility. The community profile is used to accomplish the following steps in the 
site-selection process.  
 
1) The firm or their consultant requests community and site profiles for each viable community 
within the geographic area of the site search.  
2) Information provided through the community profiles will then be reviewed to determine 
which communities the industrial firm wishes to include in the initial pool of potential project 
locations.  
 
The information in the community profile is used by the prospect to assess the impact of doing 
business in a particular community, based on various factors important to the firm. Those local 
officials who have prepared an informative, concise, and clear community profile can only 
increase their vicinity's potential of being selected by the prospect for additional review. The 
following suggestions are made in an effort to assist community leaders in thinking through the 
creation of their community profile.  
 

Source: Developing a Community Profile: Myra Moss Bill Grunkemeyer 
 

3. Rationale for conducting a Business Investment Attraction Program (BIA) 
 
An investment attraction strategy is typically a component of an economic development 
strategy.   Much of the work done in preparing the economic development strategy, such as 
the economic base analysis and assessment of community assets, is also helpful in preparing 
your investment attraction strategy.  The purpose of undertaking the investment attraction 
strategy is to develop a well-conceived strategic plan for attracting business and investment, 
based on a clear set of goals and objectives that can be achieved by implementing carefully 
thought out strategies and tactics.  
 
 

Source: Preparing an Investment Attraction Strategy,  
Province of British Columbia, Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skilled Training 

 
 
Businesses and Site Selectors top two qualifying requirements when looking to relocate to a 
new community are: 

1. access to housing; and  
2. Access to talent.  

Source:  IEDC:  Live from Anchorage: Trends in Site Selection 
 

It must be noted that barriers to the economy, such as affordable housing, need to be 
assessed for risk when developing a BIA strategy for Canmore.   
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APPENDIX I: 
 

Additional opportunities through connection with 
existing economic drivers 

 
 
While this document looks at the Health & Wellness sector as stand-alone, it is important to 
understand that Canmore’s holistic economy presents additional opportunities when multiple sectors 
integrate to support each other.   
 
Various reports and studies indicate that Canmore’s Health & Wellness sector can easily integrate by 
using its current customer spend through the development of Health & Wellness tourism. 
 
CBT recently commissioned a Tourism study to understand the opportunities, one of which was 
identified as Health & Wellness Tourism.  (Source: Summary of Tourism Market Segmentation 
Research, Aspire Strategic – November, 2015) 
 
 
Definitions: 
 
Wellness tourism: involves people who travel to a different place to proactively pursue activities that 
maintain or enhance their personal health and wellbeing, and who are seeking unique, authentic or 
location-based experiences/therapies not available at home.  

 
Medical tourism: involves people who travel to a different place to receive treatment for a disease, an 
ailment, or a condition, or to undergo a cosmetic procedure, and who are seeking lower cost of care, 
higher quality of care, better access to care or different care than what they could receive at home.  
 

 
The World Health Organization (2006) defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and 
social well-being”.  

Source:   Research Report: Global Spa Summit 2011 –  
Wellness Tourism and Medical Tourism: Where Do Spas Fit? 

 
“Wellness tourism may be one of the most important megatrends our world has ever seen.” 

Source:  Global Wellness Institute 2014 
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GLOBAL Economic impact: 
 

• $438.6 billion global market 
• $1.3 trillion in economic impact 
• 14% of all tourism spending  
• Wellness tourism expenditures in Canada $13.8 billion  
• 12,000,000 direct jobs 
• Wellness tourism is projected to grow by 9.1% annually through 2017; a growth rate that is 

50% higher than that of overall global tourism 
• Domestic wellness is a crucial market with $5.9 million  

Source: Global Spa and Wellness Summit 2013 
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“Canada’s extensive natural resources are an important foundation for developing nature-based and 
outdoor recreation-based tourism combined with accommodation in wellness retreats or lodges.  
 
However, Canada’s sports, fitness, and outdoor recreation products have not yet been packaged 
effectively to attract large numbers of international tourists.” 
 
Adventure spas, health tourism and health programming are all options for our commercial resorts.   
 
 
Opportunities:  
 
Integrating Health & Wellness with current and potential Customer Spend will allow: 
 

• Focus on the current adopters of the megatrend; 

• If CBT chooses to increase outreach to a more international market, wellness tourism should 
be considered; 

• Promote Canmore Kananaskis’ unique “location-specific” services or experiences that spin out 
our area’s special traditions and natural assets; e.g. Whistler Fitness Vacations 

• No seasonality to spa tourism; 
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• Destination Canada predicts that a future trend is for men to use spas in record numbers;  

• It is expected that with the current high level of stress in today’s culture that well-being as a 
mega-trend will continue; 

• Capture the “borderline” wellness tourists by packaging spa/wellness offerings with other kinds 
of experiences (sports, nature, etc.);  

• Focus on the current adopters of the megatrend; 

• If CBT chooses to increase outreach to a more international market, wellness tourism should 
be considered; 

• Promote Canmore Kananaskis’ unique “location-specific” services or experiences that spin out 
our area’s special traditions and natural assets. e.g. Whistler Fitness Vacations; 

• No seasonality to spa tourism; 

• Embrace the growing interest in holistic and lifestyle-oriented approaches to wellness. Build 
integrated packages that cater to tourists who want to “change their lives” on holiday;  

• Position the eco message as it resonates w/the wellness market; 

• Consider spas for part of the product, but position using other assets; 

• Highlight the lifestyle of wellness as an authentic part of Canmore Kananaskis; and 

• Package wellness tourism by emphasizing the “feel good” factor. 

•  
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Recommendations:  
 
It is not recommended to pursue medical tourism at this time as: 

¡ It is challenging in the Canadian landscape (predominantly government led medical 
system)  

¡ It is highly debated as a value-add sector as there are more Canadians travelling 
abroad for medical treatment (spending $447 million in 2013) than foreign visitors 
coming to Canada for health care (spending $150 million in 2013).  

It is recommended to develop a strong and unique brand for wellness tourism by emphasizing 
authentic, location-based, and signature offerings that draw directly from unique local traditions and 
natural assets. 
 
Findings: 
 

• There is definite opportunity for Canmore Kananaskis with regards to product development and 
marketing efforts for the wellness tourist: 

o There is large scale predicted growth in this area 

o Wellness tourism overlaps with other key CBT markets so marketing dollars can be 
stretched by messaging working for more than one market at a time 

o Canmore Kananaskis’ brand is already seen as a wellness oriented by tourists & locals 
because of the high number of existing assets, programs & services 

o There is absolute opportunity to leverage this market in off-seasons  

• With the expectation of continued stress in life for North Americans (& more), the proactive 
message of wellness will be important in CBT’s marketing 

• There is anticipated future growth with men, families, singles & Gen Ys in wellness tourism 

• Wellness tourism fits the destination better than medical tourism 

• Because of continuous change expected in the wellness tourism audience, research & 
recalibration of messages and destination position will be key within a long term plan 

• Domestic wellness markets are as important as longer-haul markets 

• Product pairing within packages and retreats can be considered in tandem with adventure, 
sport and spiritual services 

• Leverage the relationship the destination has with nature as part of its brand essence 
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APPENDIX II: 

 

Data Sources in support of  
Canmore Business & Tourism’s   

Health & Wellness Sector Analysis 
 

1. Source for Employment estimates:  
 infoCanada business database, July 2015 

 
2. Source for Revenue estimates: 

 infoCanada business database, July 2015 
 

3. Source for Labour force data: 
Statistics Canada, 2011 National Household Survey, Catalogue no. 99-012-2011060 Statistics 
Canada, 2006 Census of Population, Catalogue no. 97-559-XCB2006009 

 
4. Source for Business patterns data:  

Statistics Canada, Canadian Business Patterns, establishment counts, employment size and 
North American Industry Classification System.2009 & 2014.  Accessed through the 
Community Data Program. 
 

 


